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We prove full completeness of multiplicative linear logic
(MLL) without MIX under the Chu interpretation. In par-
ticular we show that the cut-free proofs of MLL theorems
are in a natural bijection with the binary logical transfor-
mations of the corresponding operations on the category of
Chu spaces on a two-letter alphabet.
This is the online version of the paper of the same title
appearing in the LICS’99 proceedings.
1 Introduction
Ordinary completeness of an axiom system reconciles
the syntax and semantics oftruth by promising a finite
syntactic justification for every semantically valid theorem.
Full completeness analogously reconciles the syntax and se-
mantics ofproof by promising a finite syntactic derivation
of every semantically sound constructive proof. The term
“full” comes from category theory, which provides the ap-
propriate setting for the interpretation of syntactic proofs
by semantic in terms of a full functor from a category of the
former (as its morphisms) to a category of the latter. For a
sufficiently abstract notion of syntactic proof one can expect
in addition that the representation functor be faithful.
The conventional semantic justification for theorems,
evolved largely during this century, istruth invariancefor
all value assignmentsof the parameters of the theorem, pos-
sibly subject to given axioms. More recently analogous se-
mantic notions of abstract constructive proof have begun to
appear, in particular natural and dinatural transformations
[LS86, BS96] and related notions such as logical transfor-
mations [Plo80], game strategies [AJ94, HO93], and unifor-
mity conditions [Loa94]. The naturality condition expresses
transformational invariancefor all transformationsof the
parameters of the proof, again possibly subject to given ax-
ioms.
The interpretation of natural transformations as con-
structive proofs is suggested by the the Curry-Howard in-
terpretation of types as propositions. This interpretation is
motivated at least in part by the striking phenomenon that
every type having at least one such semantic proof corre-
sponds to a theorem when types are read as propositions.
For example whenA andB are type variables ranging over
kindred objects such as sets, or vector spaces, the projection
from A×B to A, a natural transformation in the respective
category of those objects, can be understood as witnessing
the validity of the propositionA ∧ B ⊃ A. The correspon-
dences between conjunctionA∧B and productA×B, and
implication A ⊃ B and the function spaceA → B, are
prominent features of the Curry-Howard isomorphism.
Viewing an objectA as consisting of all admissible ev-
idence for the corresponding propositionA brings out the
constructive quality of transformations-as-proofs. Our ex-
ample of the projection fromA×B to A can then be under-
stood as a method for constructing evidencea for A from
evidence(a, b) for A ∧B by discardingb.
One application for extending completeness to proofs is
to symmetrize better the complementarity of truth and proof
by equipping each with a reconciled syntax and semantics.
Another is to substitute a calculus tailored to the manipu-
lation of algebraic structures for the usual general-purpose
first-order calculus, with the goal of improving our under-
standing of human algebraic reasoning. Yet another is to
enrich automated theorem proving and program verification
systems with new techniques complementary to the existing
ones.
In this paper we prove full completeness of Multiplica-
tive Linear Logic (MLL) [Gir87] without units in the cat-
egoryChu of Chu spaces over 2 [Bar79]. In more detail,
we exhibit a full functor from the∗-autonomous category
of cut-free proofs of MLL to the∗-autonomous category
of binary logical transformations between MLL formulae
interpreted as operationsOb(Chu)n → Ob(Chu), where
Ob(Chu) denotes the objects ofChu, andn is the number
of variables in a formula.
Elsewhere [Pra97] we demonstrated full completeness
for dinatural transformations inChu of binaryMLL formu-
las, those in which each variable occurs only once with each
sign. We also demonstrated the impossibility of increas-
ing the number of occurrences of one variable by exhibiting
a spurious dinatural transformation of(A−◦A)−◦(A−◦A),
one that corresponded to no linear logic proof.
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The contribution of this paper is that strengthening di-
naturality to binary logicality eliminates all spurious trans-
formations. The same strengthening has previously proved
successful in eliminating spurious transformations in the
category of Sets [Plo80, PR98].
This correspondence between linear logic and Chu
spaces enhances both subjects. On the one hand the cor-
respondence furnishes Chu spaces with the attractive and
well-studied structure of linear logic. On the other, lin-
ear logic benefits from having a model that is of inter-
est both in its own right [Bar79, Pav96, Pra98] and for
foundations of mathematics and semantics of concurrency.
Chu spaces provide a linear counterpart to relational struc-
tures as universal mathematical objects, inasmuch as a great
many concrete categories arising in mathematical practice
emded fully and concretely inChu(Set,K) for someK
[Pra95b]. Moreover the rows and columns of Chu spaces
model events and states of concurrent processes with the
same even-handedness that Petri nets grant to their places
and transitions, but with a richer process-algebraic struc-
ture [Pra95a, VGP95]. Given these considerations, the ex-
act match of the logicality semantics of Chu spaces with the
proof structure of multiplicative linear logic simultaneously
confers a degree of logical tractability on Chu spaces while
broadening the applicability of linear logic.
In outline, our proof begins with semisimple (par of ten-
sors) MLL formulasA, and associates a MIX proof netπ
with every Chu logical transformationη of A. We pull η
back along the Lafont-Streicher embedding (LS) of coher-
ence spaces [LS91] to yield a dinaturalη̂, then appeal to
full completeness for MLL with MIX [Tan97] to obtainπ
(Section 3.1). Next we show thatπ determinesη not only
in the LS image but also beyond, by using logical relations
to tie down its behaviour at an arbitrary Chu space via the
LS image of its coherence space “simulation” (Section 3.3).
To refute MIX we show that, inChu, information flows
between the connected components of switchings of MIX
proof nets and deduce that there can be only one compo-
nent (Section 3.4). We conclude by extending to formu-
las of higher type by induction on a measure of the num-
ber of applications of linear distributivity required to reach
semisimple formulas (Section 4).
2 Definitions
2.1 Chu Spaces
A Chu spaceA = (A, r,X) over a setK is a setA of
points, a setX of states, and a functionr : A × X → K,
called thematrix of A. For each pointa theath row of A is
r(a,−) : X → K, and for each statex thexth column of
A is r(−, x) : A → K.
A Chu spaceA is biextensional if it has no repeated
columns and no repeated rows. Thebi xtensional collapse
of a Chu space is the result of identifying repeated rows and
columns.
A Chu transform (f, g) : (A, r,X) → (B, s, Y ) is a
pair of functionsf : A → B andg : Y → X satisfying the
adjointness conditions(f(a), y) = r(a, g(y)) for all a in
A andy in Y .
The categoryChuK has as objects Chu spaces over
K and as morphisms Chu transforms composing via
(f ′, g′)(f, g) = (f ′f, gg′).
It will sometimes be convenient to writeA andX asA+
andA− , and Chu transformsφ as(φ+ , φ− ). We also adopt
the notationa · x for r(a, x) whenr can be deduced easily
from context.
The dual orperpA⊥ of A = (A, r,X) is (X, r̆ , A)
wherer̆ (x, a) = r(a, x). On morphisms(f, g) : A → B,
define(f, g)⊥ = (g, f) : B⊥ → A⊥. Linear negation is
involutive:A⊥⊥ = A and(f, v)⊥⊥ = (f, v).
The tensor productA ⊗ B of A = (A, r,X) andB =
(B, s, Y ) is (A×B, t,F) whereF ⊂ Y A ×XB is the set
of all pairs(h, k) of functionsh : A → Y , k : B → X
for which s(b, h(a)) = r(a, k(b)) for all a ∈ A andb ∈ B,
andt : (A × B) × F → K is given byt((a, b), (h, k)) =
s(b, h(a)) (= r(a, k(b))).
Given (f, g) : A → B and (f ′, g′) : A′ → B′ define
(f, g)⊗(f ′, g′) : A⊗A′ → B⊗B′ on points by(a, a′) 7→
(f(a), f ′(a′)), and on states by(h : B → Y ′, k : B′ →
Y ) 7→ (g′h′f : A → X ′, gk′f ′ : A′ → X).
Tensor is commutative and associative up to coherent
isomorphism. A−◦B abbreviates(A ⊗ B⊥)⊥ andA.......................... B
abbreviates(A⊥ ⊗ B⊥)⊥.
The tensor unit1 is ({?}, λak.k,K), a single row con-
sisting ofK. Chu transforms1 → A correspond to points
a ∈ A+ of A, since the reverse map on states is fully de-
termined. In this paper we treat the axiomatization of MLL
without units.
These operations makeChuK a ∗-autonomous category
[Bar79]. Our full completeness result is forK = 2 =
{0, 1}, and we henceforth abbreviateChu2 to Chu.
2.2 Logical Transformations
An MLL formula is an expression built from proposi-
tional variables with symbols for tensor and perp. Such a
formula of up ton variables defines an-ary MLL opera-
tion Ob(Chu)n → Ob(Chu), whereOb(Chu) is the col-
lection of objects ofChu, by interpreting syntactic tensor
⊗ and perp(−)⊥ by the object part of their namesakes in
Chu. More formally, given an MLL formulaF on variables
P1, . . . , Pn we define the correspondingn-ary MLL oper-
ationF : Ob(Chu)n → Ob(Chu) atA for (A1, . . . ,An)
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by induction as follows.
Pi(A) = Ai (F⊗G)(A) = F (A)⊗G(A)
P⊥i (A) = A⊥i (F
...............
........... G)(A) = F (A).......................... G(A)
A transformationτ : F → G betweenn-ary MLL op-
erations is a family of morphismsτA : F (A) → G(A)
indexed byn-tuplesA of Chu spaces. We take the constant
operation1 : (A1, . . . ,An) 7→ 1 to be ann-ary MLL oper-
ation, where1 is the tensor unit inChu, allowing us to work
with elementsηA : 1 → F (A).
In their role as interpretations of MLL proofs, there are
far too many transformations for a full completeness re-
sult, most transformations being too specific to represent
general-purpose constructions. The usual criterion for a
canonical choice of transformations isnaturality, but this is
unavailable for mixed-variance MLL terms such asA−◦A
because there is no obvious extension of such operations
from objects to morphisms.
Dinatural transformations circumvent the mixed-
variance problem by defining a suitable notion of naturality
for transformations between “composites” (loosely under-
stood as includingA−◦A) of the functors(−)⊥, (−)⊗ (−)
and(−).......................... (−), of which our MLL operations are the object
part. Dinaturality suffices to prove full completeness of
MLL, without units but with the MIX ruleA⊗B ` A.......................... B,
for coherence spaces [Tan97]. For Chu spaces however
dinaturality is not strong enough in that it admits certain
spurious transformations corresponding to no MLL proof
[Pra97]. A further drawback of dinatural transformations is
that they do not always compose.
In this paper we eliminate all spurious transforma-
tions with the help of a stronger condition,binary logi-
cality, which we shall abbreviate tologicality. We ex-
tend MLL operations to act not on morphisms but onbi-
nary relationsR : A−× B, yielding binary relationsF (R) :
F (A)−× F (B). Unlike functions, binary relations are
closed under converse, which neatly sidesteps the main dif-
ficulty with mixed-variance.
Definition 1. A Chu relation R = (R+ , R− ) : A−× B
between Chu spacesA = (A, r,X) andB = (B, s, Y )
is a pair of ordinary binary relationsR+ ⊆ A × B and
R− ⊆ X × Y meeting the following adjointness condi-
tion: for all a, b, x, y such thataR+ b andxR− y, we have
a · x = b · y.
In the special case whenR+ is a functionA → B and
R− a functionY → X, a Chu relation is exactly a Chu
transform. Hence Chu relations generalize Chu transforms.
We need the following notion both to define the action
of MLL operations on Chu relations, and to define logical
relations.
Definition 2. Let (A,B, R) be a two-sorted relational
structure with one binary relationR ⊂ A × B. Take a
second structure(A′, B′, R′) of the same similarity type.
We call a pair of functionsf : A → A′, g : B → B′
a two-sorted homomorphismwhen for all aRb we have
f(a)R′g(b).
We now define how MLL operations act on Chu rela-
tions.
Perp. If R = (R+ , R− ) : A−× B, so thatR+ ⊆ A+ ×
B+ andR− ⊆ A− × B− satisfy adjointness, thenR⊥ =
(R− , R+ ) : A⊥−× B⊥, also satisfying adjointness. In the
special case whereR is a Chu transform fromA to B, R⊥
will be a Chu transform fromB⊥ toA⊥.
Tensor.GivenR : A−× B andR′ : A′−× B′, we define
R ⊗ R′ : A ⊗ A′−× B ⊗ B′ by (i) (a, a′)(R ⊗ R′)+ (b, b′)
iff aR+ b anda′R′+ b′, and (ii) (f1, f2)(R ⊗ R′)− (g1, g2)
iff (f1, g1) is a two-sorted homomorphism fromR
+ to R′−
and(f2, g2) is a two-sorted homomorphism fromR′
+ to R−.
This brings us to the main concept for our result, that of
logical transformation.
Let η : F → G be a transformation betweenn-ary MLL
operations. Then each componentηA : FA → GA is a
Chu transform, consisting of an adjoint pair of functions
ηA
+ : FA+ → GA+ andηA− : GA− → FA− (read
FA+ as(F (A))+ ). The usual naturality commuting square
becomes a pair of squares, one for points, and one for states,
which we call thepositiveandnegative logicality squares,

































In the cubeA = (A1, . . . ,An) ∈ Chun, B =
(B1, . . . ,Bn) ∈ Chun, R = R1, . . . , Rn is a tuple of Chu
relationsRi : Ai−× Bi, FR+ abbreviates(F (R))+ , and
rC denotes the matrix ofC. The positive logicality square,
namely the top face of the cube, consists of a two-sorted
homomorphism betweenF (R)+ ⊆ F (A)+ × F (B)+ and
G(R)+ ⊆ G(A)+ × G(B)+ , namely a pair of functions
ηA
+ : F (A)+ → G(A)+ andηB+ : F (B)+ → G(B)+
such thataF (R) b implies ηA(a)G(R) ηB(b) for all a ∈
F (A)+ andb ∈ F (B)+ .
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Definition 3. A transformationη betweenn-ary MLL
operationsF andG is logical when all logicality squares in
η are two-sorted homomorphisms.
A less elementary but faster equivalent definition of both
the action of MLL operations on relations and of logical-
ity takes for these cubes the morphisms ofChu(Log,2).
This is the result of applying the Chu construction [Bar79,
App.] to Log, the category of binary relations as objects
and two-sorted homomorphisms between them, with dual-
izer the identity relation12. This approach requires a famil-
iarity with the general categorical Chu construction that we
have not presumed here.
2.3 Multiplicative Linear Logic
In this section we define a Hilbert-style axiomatization
of multiplicative linear logic (MLL) convenient for our
main result. The language of MLL consists of finite for-
mulas built up from literals (propositional variablesP or
P⊥) using connectivestensorA ⊗ B andpar A.......................... B. We
expand the abbreviations(A⊗B)⊥ to A⊥.......................... B⊥, (A.......................... B)⊥
to A⊥⊗B⊥, A−◦B to A⊥.......................... B, A⊥⊥ to A, andA⊗B⊗C
to (A⊗B)⊗ C.
We axiomatize MLL with one axiom schema together
with rules for associativity, commutativity, and linear or




........... L1)⊗ . . .⊗ (L⊥n
...............
........... Ln), n ≥ 1
A (A⊗B)⊗ C ` A⊗ (B ⊗ C)
A (A...................
....... B)...................
....... C ` A.......................... (B.......................... C)
C A⊗B ` B ⊗A
C A...................
....... B ` B.......................... A
D (A...................
....... B)⊗ C ` A.......................... (B ⊗ C)
E A⊗B ` A′ ⊗B′
E A...................
....... B ` A′.......................... B′
RulesE andE assumeA ` A′ andB ` B′, i.e. the
other rules may be applied not only to formulas but to their
subformulas.
The obvious interpretation of this system is proposi-
tional: the axiom is an -fold conjunction of trivial implica-
tionsL−◦L between literalsP or P⊥, and the rules derive
additional theorems in arbitrary MLL formulasA,B, C.
(To eliminate explicit.
..............
........... from RuleD, substituteA⊥ for A
and abbreviate the result to(A−◦B)⊗ C ` A−◦(B ⊗ C).)
We pass from the logical to the transformational inter-
pretation via the Curry-Howard isomorphism, which rein-
terprets propositions as MLL operations and proofs as pro-
cedures for suitably transforming evidence for those propo-
sitions. For example the operationP−◦P , as the casen = 1
of the axiom schemaT, has a unique proof, namely the iden-
tity transformation1P : P → P asP ranges over all Chu
spaces. We then understand the above system as a calculus
for deriving new transformations from old.
The transformation produced by each derivation in this
system is defined as follows by induction on the length of
derivations. We only specify the object part of the MLL
operations since we do not use the morphism part.
Axiom schemaT denotes for eachn then-tuple of iden-
tity transformations, with thei-th being1Li : Li → Li
where Li is the i projection from Chu
n to Chu when
Li = Pi, composed with perp whenLi = P⊥i .
Rule A maps each point((a, b), c) of F (A1, . . . , An)
to point (a, (b, c)) of G(A1, . . . , An) for each point of
F (A1, . . . , An), where F is the n-ary MLL operation
formed as per the left-hand side fromn-ary MLL opera-
tions A,B, C, andG is similarly formed from the right-
hand side. The adjoint of this map sends each pair(f, g),
where f : A → (B ⊗ C)⊥, g : B ⊗ C → A⊥, to
f ′ : A × B → C⊥, g′ : C → (A ⊗ B)⊥ each obtained
by transposition (Currying) fromf andg respectively. Rule
A is the evident dual of this.
Rule C maps each point(a, b) of F (A1, . . . , An) to
point (b, a) of G(A1, . . . , An), again forF,G respectively
the left and right hand sides of the rule. And again RuleC
is merely the dual of RuleC.
The meat of the system resides in RuleD, linear
distributivity. This is a pair consisting of a forward
map sending the pair((f, g), c) to the Chu transform
(λx.(f(x), c), λ(h, k).g(k(c))) (uniquely determined by
the types), and a backward map fromA⊥ ⊗ (B⊥.......................... C⊥) to
(A⊥ ⊗ B⊥).......................... C⊥ sending the pair(x, (h, k)) to the Chu
transform(λ(f, g).h(g(x), λc.(x, k(c)), wheref : X →
B, g : Y → A, h : B → Z, k : C → Y throughout. Note
the self-duality of RuleD, which therefore needs no dual
unlikeA, C, andE.
RuleE takes as input transformationsσ : A → A′ and
τ : B → B′, and combines them by tensoring their outputs
together asσ ⊗ τ , defined pointwise on objects ofChun.
Likewise RuleE par’s them together.
Theorem 4 (Soundness). If τ is derivable in System S then
τ is logical.
2.4 Linkings, Proof nets, and Danos-Regnier
Definition 5. A linking of a formula havingn comple-
mentary pairs of literal occurrences is a functionΛ : 2n →
2n, where2n = {1, 2, . . . , 2n}, with the properties that,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n, (a) Λ(Λ(i)) = i, and (b) the literals oc-
curring at positionsi andΛ(i), counting literal occurrences
from the left starting from 1, are the same variable with op-
posite polarities. We say that the literals ati andΛ(i) are
connected by a link, which we view as an edge of an undi-
rected graph.
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A proof structure is a pair(A, Λ) whereΛ is a linking
of formulaA.
A proof net is a proof structure(A, Λ) arising as a
derivation in System S as follows. At the start of the deriva-
tion the instance of axiomT is made a proof structure with
the linking Λ defined for1 ≤ i ≤ n asΛ(2i − 1) = 2i,
Λ(2i) = 2i − 1, thereby pairing up the two literals in
P⊥i
...............
........... Pi. All subsequent stepsA ` B of the proof as-
sign the linking ofA to B, with the exception of rulesC
andC, which transform(A,Λ) to (A′,Λ′) by modifyingΛ
to reflect the new positions of the literal occurrences in the
two interchanged formulas while leaving the rest ofΛ un-
changed.
When alln pairs ofPi’s of a theorem are distinct, it is
easy to see that the theorem has a unique proof net. How-
ever repetitions ofPi’s, as in(P−◦P )⊗ (P−◦P ), raise the
possibility that a conseqence such as(P ⊗ P )−◦(P ⊗ P )
may have more than one proof net. In this example, two
matchings are possible, which may be understood as cor-
responding to the two theorems(P ⊗ Q)−◦(P ⊗ Q) and
(P ⊗Q)−◦(Q⊗P ), in each of whichQ is then renamed to
P .
Danos and Regnier [DR89] give the following charac-
terization of proof nets. Form the parse-tree of the the-
orem, regarded as an undirected graph, with⊗’s and .......................... ’s
labeling the root and internal vertices, and literals labeling
the leaves. Add one edge for every link, between the lit-
erals linked by the proof structure. Now define aswitch-
ing of a proof structure to be a deletion of one of the two
edges immediately under each.
..............
........... . The main theorem of the
Danos-Regnier paper is that for MLL with the MIX rule
A⊗ B ` A.......................... B, a proof structure is a proof net if and only
if its every switching is acyclic. In the absence of the MIX
rule the criterion becomes that every switching be acyclic
and also connected, that is, a tree.
2.5 Coherence spaces
Coherence spaces were the first and indeed motivating
model of linear logic [Gir87]. Define the∗-autonomous cat-
egory of coherence spaces and linear maps as follows.
Objects. A coherence spaceU = (|U |, _^U ) is a re-
flexive undirected graph: a set|U | of tokensand a reflexive
symmetriccoherencerelation _^U ⊆ |K| × |U | between
tokens. Definestrict coherenceby u _U v iff u _^U v and
u 6= v, incoherenceby u ^_U v iff ¬(u _U v), andstrict
incoherenceby u ^U v iff ¬(u _^U v).
A clique a in U is a subseta of |U | made of pairwise
coherent tokens; ananticlique x in U is a subsetx of |U |
made of pairwise incoherent tokens. We writeU• andU◦
for the sets of cliques and anticliques ofU respectively.
Morphisms. A linear map l : U → V is a binary
relation between tokensl ⊆ |U | × |V | such that for all
(u, v), (u′, v′) ∈ l, u _^U u′ ⇒ v _^V v′ and v ^_V v′ ⇒
u ^_U u
′. Composition is usual relational composition, with
the usual identities. A linear mapl defines a function
[−]l : U• → V • from cliques to cliques and a reverse
function l[−] : V ◦ → U◦ from anticliques to anticliques,
with
[a]l = { v ∈ |V | : ∃u ∈ a ((u, v) ∈ l) }
l[x] = { u ∈ |U | : ∃v ∈ x ((u, v) ∈ l) }
Either[−]l or l[−] determinel completely.
Linear negation:U⊥ = (|U |, ^_U ), the exchange of co-
herence and incoherence. On mapsl⊥ : V ⊥ → U⊥ is given
by (v, u) ∈ l⊥ iff (u, v) ∈ l.
Tensor product: |U ⊗ V | = |U | × |V | with
(u, v) _^U⊗V (u
′, v′) iff u _^U u
′ andv _^V v.
Tensor unit:|I| = {?}, with (necessarily)? _^I ?. Linear
mapsI → X correspond to cliques ofX.
2.5.1 The Lafont-Streicher embedding
Lafont and Streicher [LS91] exhibit a full and faithful func-
tor LS : Coh → Chu. Points are cliques, states are
anticliques, and matrix entries are given by intersection:
LS(U) = (U•, u , U◦), wherea u x = |a ∩ x|. (Note that
clique and an anticlique can intersect in at most one point.)
On linear mapsl : U → V , LS(l) = ([−]l, l[−]) : LS(U) →
LS(V ).
The embedding is weakly tensorial with tensorial
strengthτUV : LS(U) ⊗ LS(V ) → LS(U ⊗ V ) andt : 1 →
LS(I) as follows:
τ+ : (a, b) 7→ a× b
τ− : z 7→ ([−]z, z[−])
t+ : ? 7→ {?}
t− : ∅ 7→ 0, {?} 7→ 1
τ− is an isomorphism becauseLS is full and faithful. The
embedding commutes with involution:LS(U)⊥ = LS(U⊥).
2.5.2 RelatingLS(Coh) to Coh
Both our semisimple full completeness result and the subse-
quent extension to higher types pivot on our ability to move
freely betweenChu andCoh. In this section we show that
any semantic proof (logical element)η of a formulaF in
Chu can be pulled back to a semantic proofη̂ of F in Coh.
We first exhibit a map(̂−) taking pointsa of F (LSU) in
Chu to cliquesâ of F (U) in Coh, then definêη compo-
nentwise bŷηU = η̂LSU.
The Chu spaceLSU ⊗ LSV has the same states as
LS(U ⊗ V ), namely all anticliques ofU ⊗ V . However
LSU ⊗ LSV does not have all cliques ofU ⊗ V , only the
“rectangular” ones formed asa × b, wherea, b are cliques
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of U, V respectively. The parLSU ...................
....... LSV has the dual de-
fect. The value inChu of an arbitrary MLL formulaF on
LSCoh will then be missing both cliques and anticliques of
the value ofF in Coh. However, sufficiently many cliques
and anticliques remain that the latter can be reconstructed
as a certain closure of the former, denotedA.
Let A = (A, r,X) be a biextensional Chu space, in
other words, a Chu space with no repeated rows or columns.
Then we can identify every pointa of A with the subset
{x ∈ X : r(a, x) = 1} of X, and every statex with the sub-
set{a ∈ A : r(a, x) = 1} of A. This allows us to treatA
as a set of subsets ofX, treatX as a set of subsets ofA,
and to form unions of points and states, as in the following
construction.
Define a set of sets to beconsistentwhen it is non-empty
and pairwise disjoint (stronger than necessary, but conve-
nient and sufficient for our purposes).
Definition 6. The consistent closureof a biextensional




A′ : A′ ⊆ A andA′ is consistent}
X = {
⋃
X ′ : X ′ ⊆ X andX ′ is consistent}












For a non-biextensional Chu spaceA defineA to be the
consistent closure of the biextensional collapse ofA.
Note thatA = A andA⊥ = A⊥. If A ∼= LSU for
some coherence spaceU then we say thatA generatesU .
The following Lemma states that ifA generatesU andB
generatesV , thenA⊗ B (tensor inChu) generatesU ⊗ V
(tensor inCoh).
Lemma 7. LetA,B be Chu spaces such thatA ∼= LSU and
B ∼= LSV for coherence spacesU, V . Then
A⊗ B ∼= LS(U ⊗ V )
Proof. WriteA = (A, r,X),B = (B, s, Y ),A⊗B = (A×
B, t,F), LSU = (U•,u, U◦) and LSV = (V •,u, V ◦).
ThusLS(U ⊗ V ) =((U ⊗ V )•,u, (U ⊗ V )◦). We define a
Chu isomorphism(θ, φ) : A⊗ B → LS(U ⊗ V ), i.e. an
adjoint pair of isomorphismsθ : A×B → (U ⊗ V )• and















{fα,β : 〈α, β〉 ∈ z}
( for z 6= ∅)
wherefα,β = (f1α,β : A → Y, f2α,β : B → X) is given by
f1α,β(a) =
{
{β} if α ∈ a
∅ if α 6∈ a
f2α,β(b) =
{
{α} if β ∈ b
∅ if β 6∈ b
The definition ofφ(z) requires working with tokensα, β.
These are available since for a Chu space(A, r,X) to gen-
erate a coherence spaceU , bothA andX must contain∅
(as a row and column of 0s respectively) and all singletons
(i.e. tokens) ofU .
Proposition 8. Let F be ann-ary MLL formula, U =
U1, . . . , Un for coherence spacesUi ∈ Coh, and LSU =
LSU1, . . . , LSUn. Then
F (LSU) ∼= LS(FU),
whereF is interpreted on the left as an MLL operation in
Chu, and on the right as an MLL operation inCoh.
Proof. SinceA⊥ = A⊥ for any Chu spaceA, so we can
write A...................
....... B in F as (A⊥ ⊗ B⊥)⊥, then apply Lemma 7
recursively.
For the following definition, note that points ofF (LSU) are
a subset of the points ofF (LSU).
Definition 9. Let F be ann-ary MLL formula, U =
U1, . . . , Un for coherence spacesUi ∈ Coh, andLSU =
LSU1, . . . , LSUn. Given any pointa of F (LSU) in Chu,
define the cliquêa of F (U) in Coh, theclique associated
with a, as the image ofa under the isomorphism of Propo-
sition 8, acting from left to right.
3 Semisimple full completeness







whereLij are literals. Our route to
full completeness for semisimple formulae passes through
the categoryCoh of coherence spaces, via the map(̂−) con-
structed above. The primary attraction ofCoh is the exis-
tence of full completeness results for MLL with MIX, for
example [Tan97], which allow us to assign a MIX proof net
to every logical transformation inChu.
In the Lafont-Streicher image ofCoh in Chu, the func-
tional behaviour of the logical transformation corresponds
to a tuple of lambda calculus terms associated canonically
with its MIX proof net. We argue that the behaviour of the
logical transformation outside theCoh image is also gov-
erned by the lambda terms, by asserting logical relations to
hold between arbitrary Chu spaces and their “simulations”
in the Coh image. Thus every logical transformation is
characterized by a distinct tuple of lambda terms.
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Finally we refute MIX, by showing that any such lambda
term must use all of its arguments during computation.
Hence the corresponding MIX proof net is connected under
all switchings, so is a proof net, and we obtain the desired
bijection between proofs of semisimple MLL theorems and
logical transformations in Chu.
3.1 MIX proof nets via Coh
In this section we a associate MIX proof netπη with ev-
ery Chu logical transformationη, by passing intoCoh and
appealing full completeness for MLL with MIX [Tan97].
Lemma 10. Let F be a semisimple formula. Every logi-
cal elementη : 1 → F in Chu gives rise to a dinatural
transformation̂η : 1 → F in Coh.
Proof. Define η̂U = η̂LSU. We omit the proof that̂η is di-
natural.
Tan [Tan97] has shown that every dinatural transforma-
tion of a formula inCoh is the denotation of a unique MIX
proof net, a proof structure acyclic under all switchings,
though not necessarily connected. Define theMIX proof
net πη defined byη to be the MIX proof net denotinĝη in
Coh.
3.2 λ term characterization in LS(Coh)
We show that every logical transformationη in Chu,
when restricted to theCoh-image, is determined by a tu-
ple of lambda terms associated cananocally with the MIX
proof netπη that was assigned to it viaCoh.
Lemma 11. Every MIX proof net of a semisimple for-








by an m-tuple (t1, . . . , tm) of λ-terms. Eachti is of
the formλa1 . . . am−1.M i where the bodyM i is a tuple
(M i1, . . . , M
i
ki) containing noλ abstractions and at most
one occurrence of each variableaj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1.
Proof. Let Gπ be the undirected graph with vertices the
clausesFi =
⊗
j≤kiLij of F and edges the linkse of π,
with e connectingFi andFi′ in Gπ just whene matches a
literal of Fi with a literal ofFi′ in π. SinceF is semisimple
andπ is acyclic under all switchings,Gπ is acyclic.
We first constructm. Orient the edges of the connected
component of the vertexFm so as to point towardsFm. This
defines a tree which we interpret as the applicative structure
of Mm. Variableai corresponds to vertexFi and serves as
the function symbol at that vertex, taking as arguments the
subtrees below it, with the leaves thus constituting ordinary
variables. Thekm incoming edges ofFm give rise to the
km componentsMmj of M
m.
The remainingti are obtained similarly, modulo match-
ing al with Fl+1 for i ≤ l ≤ m− 1.
Our next Lemma allows us to describe everyChu transfor-








into a semisimple for-
mula ofn variables as anm-tuple of families of functions
(η1~A, . . . , η
m
~A ) indexed by
~A ∈ Chun.
Lemma 12. Let A1, . . . ,Am be Chu spaces. Every Chu
transformf : 1 → A1.
..............
........... . . . ...................
....... Am is characterized by an
m-tuple of functions(f1, . . . , fm), wheref i : A−1 × . . .×
A−i−1 ×A
−
i+1 × . . .×A−m → Ai
+.
Proof. Omitted.
Proposition 13. Let η : 1 → F be a logical element into
a semisimple MLL formula ofn variables inChu, and let
t = (t1, . . . , tm) be the tuple of lambda terms represent-
ing the MIX proof netπη associated withη. Thenη = t
in LS(Coh)n ⊂ Chun. In other words,ηi
LSU
= ti for
all U = U1, . . . , Un ∈ Cohn and 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where
LSU = LS(U1), . . . , LS(Un) ∈ Chun.
Proof. Omitted.
3.3 λ-term characterization beyondLS(Coh)
Having characterized logical transformations in the
Coh-image by tuples of lambda terms, we show that this
uniform behaviour extends to the whole ofChu.
Proposition 14. Let F be a semisimple MLL formula ofn
propositional variables interpreted inChu. Then every log-
ical tranformationη : 1 → F is determined by its restric-
tion to theCoh-image, namely the sub-familyηA indexed
byA ∈ LS(Coh)n.
Proof. To determineη at arbitrary Chu spacesA ∈ Chun
we “simulate” eachA = (A, r,X) ∈ A by a coher-
ence spaceA, then use logical relations betweenLS(A) in
LS(Coh) andA in Chu to pin down the behaviour ofηA .
The set of tokens ofA is A + X + r, the disjoint
union of the points, the states, and the coordinates of the
1s in the matrix. Coherence is “coherence along rows, in-
coherence within columns”:a _^ (a, x) and(a, x) _^ (a, y)
for all a ∈ A andx, y ∈ X, together with the requisite
loopsα _^ α. The “row”-cliquea = {a} ∪ {(a, x) ∈ r :
x ∈ X} “simulating” a intersects the “column”-anticlique
x = {x} ∪ {(a, x) ∈ r : a ∈ A} “simulating” x exactly
whenr(a, x) = 1. Hence the matrixu of LS(A) “simu-
lates” the matrix of the original:a u x = |a∩x| = r(a, x).
We establish this relationship formally as the logical rela-
tionRA betweenLS(A) andA given on points byaRA+a
for everya ∈ A and on states byxR−Ax for everyx ∈ X.
RA is logical becausea u x = r(a, x), the adjointness con-
dition of Definition 2.2.
Let t = λa1 . . . am−1.M be one of the tuple ofλ-terms
characterizingη in LS(Coh), and assume for simplicity, and
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without loss of generality, that the tupleM is a singleton.
Recast the type ofη : 1 → F to parallel the natural typing
of t, so that
ηA : F1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Fm → B
η
LS(A) : G1 ⊗ . . .⊗Gm → LS(B)
Fi = Bi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Biki−◦Bi
Gi = LS(Bi1)⊗ . . .⊗ LS(Biki)−◦LS(Bi)
for B,Bi,Bij ∈ A and LS(A) = (LS(A1), . . . , LS(An)).
We shall determine
ηA+ : F1+ × . . .× Fm+ → B+,
a component of the tuple characterizingη as per Lemma 12,
by showing that
ηA+(f1, . . . , fm) = t(f1, . . . , fm)
for all inputsfi ∈ Fi+. For eachfi define the linear map
˜fi : Bi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Biki → Bi
between coherence spaces by
{(bi1, . . . , biki)} × fi
+(bi1, . . . , biki) ⊆ ˜fi
for all bij ∈ Bij+ ⊆ |Bij |, where for a pointa of a Chu
spaceA, a is the “row” clique ofA simulatinga as defined
above. Letτi be the tensorial strength
LS(Bi1)⊗ . . .⊗ LS(Biki) → LS(Bi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Biki)
and definefi = LS(˜fi) ◦ τi of type Gi, so thatfi
+
is a
function from (ki-tuples of) “row”-cliques to “row”-cliques.
In particularfi “simulates”fi, for example
fi
+
(bi1, . . . , biki) = fi
+(bi1, . . . , biki) (1)
More formally, fiRi+fi under the Chu logical relation
Ri = RBi1 ⊗ . . .⊗RBiki−◦RBi betweenGi andFi.
SinceRi is a Chu logical relation betweenGi and
Fi for each i, by the logicality of η we must have
η
LS(A)
+(f1, . . . , fm) RBi
+ ηA+(f1, . . . , fm). Further-
more sinceη
LS(A)
+ is a λ-term t, by repeated application
of (1) we have
η
LS(A)
+(f1, . . . , fm) = t(f1, . . . , fm)
= t(f1, . . . , fm)
Thus
t(f1, . . . , fm)RBi
+ ηA+(f1, . . . , fm)
and since by constructionaRBi
+b if and only if a = b, we
conclude thatηA+(f1, . . . , fm) = t(f1, . . . fm).
Finally, repeat the argument for each of the other lambda
terms of the tuple.
3.4 MIX refutation
The final link in the chain to semisimple full com-
pleteness is to show that the MIX proof net assigned to a
Chu logical element is connected under all switchings, and
hence is a proof net. This occurs precisely when any (and
hence all) of the lambda terms in the characterizing tuple
use all their arguments.
Lemma 15. , Let t = λa1 . . . am−1.M be aλ-term of the









. If each variableai occurs in
M , 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, thenπ is a proof net.
Proof. The graphGπ in the construction oft in Lemma 11
is connected if and only ifπ is a proof net.
Proposition 16. A λ-term of a tuple defining a Chu logi-
cal element of a semisimple MLL operation must use all its
arguments.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that the operation
has the formA−◦B whereB is a literal andA = A1 ⊗
. . . ⊗ An is a product of pars of literals. Theλ-term then
has the formλa1 . . . an.M for some applicative termM
in λ-variablesa1, . . . , an. Let η be the denotation of this
λ-term. Set all variables of the formula to the Chu space
J =
00
01 , soηJ is a Chu transform fromA(J) to B(J).
Note thatJ⊥ = J .
A(J) is a Chu space with just one nonzero point, i.e. just
one point indexing a nonzero row:Ai is a par ofki literals,
soAi(J) is the par ofki copies ofJ , a matrix with2 points,
2ki states, and only one nonzero entry; henceA(J), the
tensor product ofn such matrices, has2n points, only one
of which is nonzero.B(J) = J sinceB is a literal.
By continuity of ηJ , every zero point (the index of an
all-zero row) ofA(J) must be sent to 0 inB(J). We now
argue by logicality that the nonzero point ofA(J) must be
sent to 1 inB(J). LetN be the1× 1 Chu space whose one
entry is 1, and takeR to be the Chu relation betweenN and
J that relates the point ofN to the nonzero point ofJ and
the state ofN to the nonzero state ofJ . ThenA(R) relates
the point ofA(N) = N with the nonzero point ofA(J), so
any two-sorted homomorphism fromA(J) to J must send
the nonzero point ofA(J) to the nonzero point ofB(J), i.e.
1.
But the one nonzero point ofA(J) is indexed by the
constantly-onen-tuple. So when all arguments toηJ are
set to 1, and any one argument is then changed to 0, the re-
sult of ηJ changes from 1 to 0. But thenη, and hence the
λ-term denoting it, depends on alln of its arguments.
Theorem 17 (Semisimple full completeness). Let F be a
semisimple MLL formula interpreted inChu. Then every
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logical tranformationη : 1 → F is denoted by a unique
proof ofF .
Proof. Proposition 13 characterizesη as a MIX proof net
πη in theCoh-image, and Proposition 14 extends this char-
acterization to the whole ofChu. By Proposition 16, in
conjunction with Lemma 15,πη is a proof net.
4 Full Completeness
We prove our main theorem by induction on level of
formulas, a measure of distance of theorems to certain
semisimple formulas. We first define the notion of level and
state key supporting lemmas.
The rules of our axiomatization of MLL either rearrange
the formula invertibly (A andC), cater trivially for context
(E), or do some real work (D). Our argument hinges on the
behavior of this last rule.
For convenience and to make more explicit the choice
implicit in linear distributivity (LD), we replace RuleD by
an equivalent pair of rules either one of which would suffice
on its own.
D1 (A...................
....... B)⊗ C ` (A⊗ C).......................... B
D2 (A...................
....... B)⊗ C ` A.......................... (C ⊗B)
A linking of the common antecedent of these rules is per-
muted by the rules to yield identical linkings of the twoLD
consequents.
Definition 18. Thelevelof an MLL formula is defined to
be maximal subject to the following constraints. The level
of a semisimple formula is zero. If a levell formula is deriv-
able fromA by associativity or commutativity thenA has
level l. If a pair of LD consequents ofA have level at most
l thenA has level at mostl + 1.
So the level of a formulaA is the minimum, over all
occurrences withinA of a subformula matching RuleD, of
one plus the maximum of the level of the corresponding pair
of LD consequentsA1 andA2. Every MLL formula reduces
to semisimple formulas after finitely many applications of
D, whence level is well-defined.
We shall need the following lemmas.
Lemma 19. If the LD consequents of a transformation of
an MLL formula in Chu both represent proof nets, then
those proof nets have the sameΛ (linking of literals).
We defer the proof of this lemma to after the main theo-
rem.
Lemma 20. If a linking Λ is a proof net for both RuleD
consequents of a formulaA, thenΛ is a proof net forA.
Proof. We omit the straightforward combinatorial argu-
ment.
Theorem 21. Every logical elementη of an MLL formula
A represents a proof.
Proof. We proceed by induction on level. The previous sec-
tion supplied the basis for the induction. We now assume as
our induction hypothesis the casel and prove the casel+1.
Let A be a formula of level + 1, and letη be a log-
ical element ofA. Apply commutativity and associativity
as required toA so that when RuleD is applied to some
subformula(A...................
....... B) ⊗ C in each of the two possible ways,
both consequentsA1 andA2 of A are of levell. The two
applications of the rule mapη to two transformations, call
themη1 andη2.
By soundness eachηi is a logical element and therefore
by the induction hypothesis has a proof net. By Lemma
19 the two proof nets must have the same linkingΛ. By
Lemma 20(A, Λ) is a proof net. By soundness(A, Λ) de-
notes a logical elementη′ while (A1, Λ) and (A2,Λ) de-
note logical elementsη′1, η
′
2 respectively. By the induction
hypothesisη′1 = η1 andη
′
2 = η2. But D is injective, so
η = η′.
This completes the proof of our main theorem, leaving
only Lemma 19 to prove.
Proof. (of Lemma 19) Letη in A have consequentsη1 and
η2 representing proof nets inChu. Form the corresponding
arrangement inCoh, consisting of a cliquêη and conse-
quentsη̂1 and η̂2. By Lemma 23ηi and η̂i represent the
same proof nets fori = 1, 2. By Lemma 24η̂1 andη̂2 are
the LD consequents of a common cliqueη̂. By Lemma 22
they have the same linking, whence the same holds forη1
andη2.
We have discharged obligation 19 at the expense of three
new obligations.
Lemma 22. If the two LD consequents of a clique both re-
alize proof nets then those nets have the same linking.
Proof. Although the rules of System S nontrivially trans-
form the coherence spaces they act on, their constituent to-
kens, as tuples of tokens ofW , are not changed except to
reflect permutations of variables. The linking information
in a dinatural clique inCoh resides entirely in the individ-
ual tokens [Tan97] (as opposed to the coherence relations
between the tokens). Under our reformulation of RuleD as
D1 andD2, the two LD consequents of a clique undergo the
same permutation of atomic tokens within each token of the
clique and hence encode the same linking.
Lemma 23. If η is the unique representation inChu of a
proof net(A, Λ), thenη̂ represents(A, Λ) in Coh.
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Proof. Select any System S derivation of(A, Λ) and inter-
pret it in bothCoh andChu. In the beginning the hat rela-
tionship holds between the respective proof representations.
By commutativity of hat and derivation (Lemma 24) this
relationship is maintained during the proof and hence still
holds whenA is reached. Since(A, Λ) only has one repre-
sentation, the transformation in Chu we ended up with must
beη, whence the transformation inCoh we arrived at must
be η̂.
Lemma 24. The hat map taking the points of the Chu space
F (LSW ) to the coherence spaceF (W ) commutes with the
action of the rules of System S.
Proof. Since the rules act according toλ-terms it suffices
to verify the commutativity for allλ-terms. If the cor-
respondence between Chu spacesF (LSW ) and coherent
spacesF (W ) were an isomorphism this would be a trivi-
ality. However the points of the former embed as a subset
of those of the latter, and likewise for states, both for the top
level formula and for all subformulas. We therefore need to
show that the correspondence is tight enough for the action
of the rules to maintain the correspondence despite this dif-
ference.
We proceed by induction on the height ofλ-terms. We
take as our inductive hypothesis that for all MLL formulas
F , for all assignments of Chu spacesLSW , and correspond-
ing assignments of coherent spacesW , to variables ofF ,
and for all bindings ofλ-variables to points ofF (LSW ), and
correspondingly to points ofF (W ), evaluating aλ-term of
heighth in each of the two environments produces a corre-
sponding pair of points of respectivelyF (LSW ) andF (W ).
The basis for the induction,λ-terms that areλ-variables,
holds by choice of environment. We now assume the case
of heighth and proceed to height+ 1.
For applicationsMN , the Chu point denoted byM is a
functionf between Chu spacesA andB (say) while the cor-
responding coherence space point denoted byM is a func-
tion ̂f from A to B. Since the correspondence embeds the
setA of points ofA in A, and sinceN evaluates to a pointa
in the image of that embedding by the induction hypothesis,
̂f(a) must be the corresponding point inB, which too will
be in the image of the embedding ofB in B.
A λ-abstractionλx.M , as a point of sayA−◦B, will de-
note a Chu transformf of Chu spaces having correspond-
ing coherence space map̂f . The induction hypothesis en-
sures thatf and ̂f agree onA, while the fact that coherence
space maps commute with consistent unions ensures that
the coherence space map denoted byλx.M (as determined
by evaluatingM in each environment obtained by settingx
to a point ofA) agrees witĥf on the whole ofA.
For pairs(M,N) the correspondence is immediate.
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